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    The new “Income Tax Law for enterprises” was actualized in January 1st, 2008, 
which established the juridical person income tax system in China, while its main 
expressing method is consolidated taxpaying. The consolidated taxpaying make the 
business risk among the inner members of the enterprise groups relatively detract, 
while the ability of the whole enterprise group on risk taking will improve 
significantly, while the competition ability in the international market will enhance 
greatly. 
    This system exposed many problems in the implementation process, such as 
causing the cross-regional transfer of income tax and weakening the income tax 
supervision, causing the increase of taxpaying cost, encouraging the non-observance 
emotion of the taxpayers, and existing problems of hard to master or operate, etc. 
Aiming at these reasons, the author tried to use the intergovernmental tax 
competition, equalization of public service, regional tax distribution, financial 
transfer payment and other related theories for reference, analyzed from the fiscal 
decentralization system, and in the end, proposed a series of policies and suggestions 
from the aspect of improving the domestic tax power partition, the inter-regional 
landscape orientation tax distribution, to complement and improve the current 
consolidated taxpaying system, and expect to benefit dealing with the inter-regional 
tax distribution relations and promote the coordinated regional economic 
development. 
    The article is composed by four parts. 
    The first part is introduction, including the background, the significance, the 
enlightenment of related theories and the summary of the literatures, generalizing the 
reaseach content and research method of this article, and pointing out the innovation 
points and shortages. 
    The second part introduces the status and existing problems of consolidated 
taxpaying system, including the general situation of consolidated taxpaying system, 















    The third part is the reason analysis on the problems of consolidated taxpaying 
system, mainly analyzes from the aspect of tax partition system, the equalization of 
public services, the inter-regional tax distribution pattern, the tax management 
system, the headquarter economy, and taxpaying deference, etc, and does data 
analysis on the tax transfer influenced by this system. 
The fourth part is the suggestions on improving consolidated taxpaying system, 
aiming to the problems, proposes rationalization suggestions and does qualitative 
analysis on the examples. 
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